Welcome to the KVK measure check. Use this overview to see which measures you and your company may be eligible for. Find the most important measures for your situation in five steps. Not all schemes have been included, and there will always be exceptions to the general rules. Check KVK.nl/corona for up-to-date information, or go to Business.gov.nl/the-coronavirus-and-your-company.

1. Are you an entrepreneur for income tax purposes, or a director or main shareholder (DGA)?
   - Yes.
   - No.
   - Yes, but I don’t have a KVK number.

2. In which sector is your company active?
   - In one of the sectors most directly affected by the government measures, for instance hospitality.
   - Other sectors.

3. Who works in your company, including you? (More than one possible answer)
   - I do, as entrepreneur or partner.
   - One or more director-shareholders (DGA).
   - Permanent employees, flex workers and on-call workers.
   - Self-employed professionals (zzp’ers) and agency temps.

4. Do you do international business?
   - No.
   - Yes.

5. Solvency problem?
   - What can you do yourself?
   - Loans and credits.
   - Tax and bank debt extensions.

ABBREVIATIONS

TOGS: Reimbursement for entrepreneurs in affected sectors scheme

NOW: Temporary Emergency Bridging Measure for Sustained Employment

Tozo: Temporary bridging measure for self-employed professionals

BMKB: SME credit guarantee scheme

BL: Credit guarantee scheme for Agriculture

GO: Business loan guarantee scheme

DGA: Director Major Shareholder

FAQ for entrepreneurs

- SME Credit guarantee scheme (BMKB-C): larger and faster bank loans.
- Business loan guarantee scheme (GO): government guarantee for larger loans.
- BL: financing for agricultural entrepreneurs.
- Credits: microcredit interest discount.
- Taxes: payment extensions, lower interest rates.
- Banks: loan repayment extension (in Dutch).